
 

Facts & Figures 
 
ECHO Flight 

ECHO Flight fleet : 6 
aircraft, three in the 
Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC), one in 
Kenya, one in Chad and 
one in Mali 

In 2013, ECHO 
transported: 20 000 
passengers and 480 tonnes 
of cargo 

In the early response of 
the humanitarian crisis in 
Central African Republic, 
ECHO dispatched highly 
needed humanitarian cargo 
(450 tonnes) through a 
chartered cargo aircraft 

ECHO Flight budget in 
2013: €10.4 million 

ECHO’s contribution to 
other Humanitarian Air 
Services  

In 2013, UNHAS 
transported 361 900 
passengers, 1 920 tonnes 
of cargo 

ECHO funds UNHAS 
country operations (€15.7 
million), one helicopter in 
DRC (€3 million), one 
stand-by helicopter based 
in Uganda in support of 
rapid response (€2 million) 

ECHO funds one Aviation 
NGO (PACTEC) in 
Afghanistan (€1.65 million) 

 

ECHO total funding: 
€32.75 million 
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B-1049 Brussels, Belgium 

Tel.: (+32 2) 295 44 00 

 Fax: (+32 2) 295 45 72  

email:  

echo-info@ec.europa.eu 

Website: 

http://ec.europa.eu/echo 
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 Humanitarian air services are a lifeline for millions of vulnerable people 

in humanitarian crisis where quick and safe access is critical to save 
lives; 
 

 Due to lack of reliable infrastructure, access to many crises is difficult 

and often altogether impossible. Therefore humanitarian air services 
are often the only way to get access to remote places and reach people 
in need; 
 

 On top of transporting humanitarian supplies and workers, 
humanitarian air services perform medical and security evacuations; 
 

 The European Commission's Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection 
department ECHO operates its own air service, ECHO Flight, in Kenya, 
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Mali and Chad;  

 
 The Commission also funds other humanitarian air services in a bid to 

improve the speed and safety of the delivery of humanitarian aid and 

organises ad-hoc airlifts from Europe in major emergencies. 
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Background  
 

Humanitarian operations often lack good amenities and are greatly underserved. Little investment in infrastructure 

and services such as health, education, water and sanitation in these regions aggravates the vulnerabilities of the 

very poor. During rainy seasons, the already damaged local infrastructure is often rendered unusable. Bridges are 

swept away by flood waters, and the unpaved roads become impassable, sometimes for long durations of time.  

Insecurity, caused by fighting between communities or banditry along the poor road networks poses a major threat 

to transportation. A combination of poor road network and security problems plagues most places where 

humanitarian assistance is needed. Safe and quick passage of humanitarian workers and supplies such as 

vaccinations is put in jeopardy putting the lives of needy populations at further risk.  

Major natural catastrophes such as epidemics, floods and earthquakes often leave thousands of people in need of 

quick assistance and sometimes rapid evacuation. Often civilians and aid workers are caught-up in conflicts.  

Humanitarian flights are a lifeline for millions of vulnerable people around the world. These flights primarily enable 

life-saving supplies to reach cut-off populations and make it possible for aid workers to access locations that are 

difficult to reach. They are also used for medical evacuations and for when the security of a situation deteriorates 

to the extent that aid workers lives are endangered. 

Major needs and related problems 
 

Natural disasters and man-made crises have left large portions of populations in need of humanitarian assistance. 

Due to a combination of insecurity and poor or non-existent infrastructure, it is very difficult to reach the needy 

families using any other means apart from air transport. Many humanitarian agencies operating in this region rely 

on routine or charter flights to reach the people in need safely and quickly. Often, local airlines do not fly to the 

rural destinations where humanitarian assistance is needed most and when they do, they are not reliable.  

Vast distances and lack of reliable commercial operators has compelled aid agencies to operate dedicated 

humanitarian air services. In these unstable regions, it is necessary to build the preparedness of humanitarian aid 

agencies in responding swiftly to emergencies. Humanitarian air services ease the difficult travel logistics and 

enable fast delivery of life-saving assistance.  

 

 

Funding 
 

European Commission 
 

In Africa, specifically in Kenya, DRC, Mali and Chad, the European Commission's Humanitarian Aid and Civil 

Protection department ECHO operates a humanitarian air service known as ECHO Flight. These flights are purely 

reserved for humanitarian workers and are free of charge. Last year, the operating costs for ECHO flight in Kenya 

and DRC came to €10.4 million. The service ferried over 20 000 passengers and 480 tonnes of cargo. Mali and 

Chad operations started in early 2014. In 2014, ECHO allocated €10 million to maintain its ECHO flight service. 

In addition to running its own fleet of aircraft in insecure zones, ECHO supports existing not-for-profit air operators 

with some charging a subsidised fee to partly recover flight costs. In 2013, the European Commission directly 

spent €32.75 million on humanitarian air services. Almost €18 million went to support the United Nations 

Humanitarian Air Service (UNHAS), which operates in Sudan, South Sudan, Chad, Mauritania, Ethiopia, Niger, Mali 

and Central African Republic. In addition, ECHO gave €1.65 million to Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) in 

Afghanistan. 

On top of the routine flights, the European Commission finances ad-hoc flights to support humanitarian operations 

during big emergencies. For instance, ECHO has funded the transportation of humanitarian supplies and workers 

through UNHAS during the Syria crises and is directly contracting cargo aircrafts to deliver much needed and life-

saving aid in the conflict affected Central African Republic.  

The ability to respond to humanitarian crises quickly is key to preventing loss of lives. In addition to the helicopter 

operated by ECHO Flight in the DRC, the European Commission finances one stand-by helicopter based in Uganda, 

which can be deployed for any emergency around the world. It has been deployed for ad-hoc missions in South 

Sudan, Chad and in Ethiopia. The helicopters have significantly improved the emergency response capacities of the 

humanitarian agencies working in Africa.  

Humanitarian situation and needs 

The European Union's Humanitarian Response 


